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Dimensional crossover in magnetic warwickites
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We present an investigation of the magnetic properties of a series of warwickites with different transition
metals. These materials are characterized by one-dimensional structures calledribbonswhere the transition
metals are randomly located. The present results allow for a systematic investigation of the hierarchy of
magnetic interactions in these systems. While theintraribbon interactionsare mainly directd-d interactions
between the transition-metal ions, theinterribbon interaction is due to superexchange between metals in
different octahedra mediated by the oxygen in the common corner.@S0163-1829~97!00625-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The warwickites have been the subject of several inve
gations in the last years.1–5 These systems are mixed borat
with general formulaM21M31OBO3 which have linear
structures in the form ofribbonsextending along thec axis
~see Fig. 1!. The ribbons are formed by four columns
edge-sharing oxygen octahedra in which centers are loc
divalent and trivalent metallic ions (M21, M31, respec-
tively!. These ribbons act from the magnetic,1,2 as well as
electronic point of view,4,5 as independent entities and this
responsible for the low-dimensional properties of the w
wickites. Another feature of these structures is that the ca
sites are randomly occupied by the divalent and trival
metals.1 In MgScOBO3 the trivalent ions Sc

31 preferentially
occupy (76%) the inner columns 1 and 18 ~Ref. 6! ~see Fig.
1!. Consequently, besides its one-dimensional character
warwickites are naturally disordered systems and this sho
be taken into account in understanding both their trans
and magnetic properties. Furthermore the warwickites ca
formed with most of the transition metals7 allowing for sys-
tematic investigations of their physical properties.

One-dimensional magnetic materials are as a rule ide
zations in nature. Eventually at sufficiently low temperatu
weak interactions between the low-dimensional structu
will set in producing a crossover to higher dimensions
general accompanied by the appearance of long-range m
netic order. A previous study of the magnetic properties
MgTiOBO3 has shown that this warwickite represents
physical realization of therandom exchange Heisenberg a
tiferromagnetic chain~REHAC!, the Ti ions in the 3d1 con-
figuration providing the spinsS51/2.1 This was further sup-
ported by specific-heat measurements which have shown
down to the lowest temperature of the experiments,T50.2
K, this material behaves as a REHAC with no pha
transition.3 In this case the contribution for the specific he
560163-1829/97/56~1!/292~8!/$10.00
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from the low-energy magnetic excitations associated with
random singlet phaseof REHAC’s could be directly ob-
served. These excitations give rise to a characteristic t
perature dependence of the specific heatCp}T

12a where
a is the same exponent describing the divergence of
low-temperature susceptibility,x}T2a.1–3

Later studies on another warwickite MgVOBO3 (V31,
3d2 , S51) revealed the existence of a spin-glass transit
at approximatelyTsg56 K.2 The behavior of the susceptibil
ity for T.Tsg is that expected for a spin-1 REHAC, i.e
x}T2a. The transition is interpreted as caused byinterrib-
bon interactions leading to three-dimensional spin-glass
dering. These interribbon interactions are due to the su
exchange between cations inside oxygen octahedra shar
corner. A typical distance between cations in this case
3.36 Å ~see Fig. 1 and Table I! so that the metals in differen
ribbons are too far apart for directd-d overlap to be signifi-
cant. This is not the case howeverinside the ribbons. Al-
though the oxygens in the shared edge of the octahedra
diate superexchange interactions between metals in the s
ribbon, the short cation-cation distances (d252.9 Å! makes
the directd-d interaction the dominantintraribbon interac-
tion ~Fig. 2!.

In this paper we present results on the magnetic prope
of four warwickites namely, MgCrOBO3, MgFeOBO3,
ScNiOBO3, and ScMnOBO3. In the first two Mg is divalent
and Cr and Fe are trivalents withS53/2 andS55/2, respec-
tively. In the next two Sc is trivalent and consequently w
have Ni21 with S51 and Mn21 with S55/2.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The samples were powdered prepared using the same
cedure of our previous studies1,2 except for MgFeOBO3
which was prepared using borax as flux. They were all ch
acterized by x-ray powder diffraction~XRPD! by using a
292 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 293DIMENSIONAL CROSSOVER IN MAGNETIC WARWICKITES
Bragg-Brentano goniometer with monochromated CuKa ra-
diation (l51.5418 Å!. Measurements were performed wi
a scan step of 0.05° in the 2u range from 10 to 100°, with a
fixed counting time of 4 s. The programFULLPROF ~Ref. 8!
was used for the structure refinement. All the XRPD patte
were indexed to the space groupPnam ~62!, with crystallo-
graphic parameters similar to those previously reporte7

yielding the mean distances given in Table I. A typical res
is displayed in Fig. 3, for the ScMnOBO3 sample. The good
quality of the sample, with no sign of spurious phases
suggested by the small intensities of the residual spectr
also shown in Fig. 3.

The ac susceptibilities of these materials, measured
commercial apparatus, together with those previou
studied1,2 are shown in Fig. 4. These data are plotted
1/x versusT. In every case we observe a Curie-Weiss law
high temperatures,x}1/(T2uN), with a negative intercep
indicative of antiferromagnetic interactions. The values
uN are shown in Table II. As temperature is further d

FIG. 1. A projection in theab plane of the structure of the
warwickites. Sections of the ribbons are shown by dashed lines.
metals which lie in the center of octahedra are represented by
circles, the oxygens by smaller ones and the borons by triang
The main interribbon coupling is due to superexchange coupli
between metals in columns 18 and 2 and 1 and 28 in different
ribbons mediated by the oxygen in the common corner of th
different octahedra. Full and empty symbols refer to differentc axis
coordinates.

TABLE I. Structural parameters of the warwickite ScMnOBO3

~see Figs. 1 and 2 for the meaning of the distances!. For the other
warwickites studied in this work the distances above maintain
same relations. Furthermore the respective distances differ at
by 3% from those above.

d1 ~Å! d2 ~Å! d3 ~Å! D1 ~Å! D2 ~Å!

ScMnOBO3 3.304 2.892 3.298 3.657 3.359
s
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creased there is a fluctuation regime starting atTf below
which the susceptibilities are described by a power l
x}T2a, characteristic of REHAC’s.1,2 The exponentsa
(a,1) are also given in Table II as well asTf . Excluding
the system MgTiOBO3 we always observe a spin-glass tra
sition at sufficiently low temperatures. The glassy nature
the transition atTsg is indicated by the frequency dependen
of the cusp in the susceptibility. Table II gives the transiti
temperaturesTsg for a frequency ofn5125 Hz. Notice that
for MgCrOBO3 and MgFeOBO3 the susceptibility continues
to rise belowTsg.

9

Mössbauer spectroscopy~MS! measurements were pe
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FIG. 2. Longitudinal section of a ribbon containing the me
sites. These sites form a triangular lattice where the cations
randomly located. There are three different distances between
metals which are given in Table I for ScMnOBO3.

FIG. 3. Room-temperature x-ray powder-diffraction pattern
ScMnOBO3. The open circles represent the observed data.
solid line represents the calculated pattern obtained with
Rietveld refinement. The lower trace is a plot of the residual sp
trum, observed minus calculated intensities. The resulting lat
parameters obtained from this data area59.669(4) Å,
b59.445(8) Å, andc53.297(9) Å.
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FIG. 4. The inverse of the ac susceptibilities of several warwickites as a function of temperature (n5125 Hz,H0510 Oe!. The insets
show the temperature dependence of the susceptibility in the neighborhood of the spin-glass transitions for different frequencies
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formed on MgFeOBO3 at temperatures between 300 and 4
K. The spectra were obtained using a constant accelera
electromechanical drive system with a multichannel analy
for collecting and storing the data. The temperature stab
was better than 0.1 K.57Co in rhodium was used at room
temperature as a source, with nominal activity of 50 m
The hyperfine parameters for the paramagnetic spectra
on
r
y

i.
re

obtained by a least-squares procedure assuming Loren
line shapes constrained to equal halfwidths. Following
Window model, the spectra obtained in the magnetically
dered regime were fitted to a hyperfine field distributi
~HFD!, p(H), by superposing subspectra with Lorentzi
line shapes, constrained to equal quadrupole splitting, iso
shift and halfwidths.10 Typical errors are63% on hyperfine
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FIG. 4. (Continued).
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parameters and65% on site occupancies.
At room temperature the paramagnetic regime is rep

sented by two symmetrical doublets~Fig. 5! with hyperfine
parameters typical of high spin Fe31 ~Table III! and compa-
rable to those previously published.13 The relative contribu-
tions, as measured from the spectral area, are quite simil
those reported:13 78% from the largest doublet and 22%
from the smallest. Following Wiedenmannet al.13 we at-
tribute the largest doublet to Fe31 in columns 1 and 18 and
-

to

the smallest to Fe31 in columns 2 and 28. This is very close
to the occupancies found by Norrestam for MgScOBO3 in
his crystallographic studies.6 As temperature decreases th
paramagnetic pattern remains invariable up to temperat
about 15 K, when a noticeable broadening of the spectrum
clearly observed, indicating relaxation effects.

The spectrum taken at 14 K shows clear evidence
HFD. The evolution for further decreasing temperature
characterized by an increase of the hyperfine magnetic fi
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FIG. 4. (Continued).
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and a decrease of the distribution halfwidths centered at
most probable hyperfine field. The spectrum taken at 4.2
quite similar to that reported by Wiedenmannet al.,13 but we
were not successful in appropriately fitting it to the para
eters previously reported. A poor fitting was possible at
expense of using unreasonable linewidths. Therefore, it
pears that a hyperfine field distribution is the best alterna
to fit all the spectra taken below 15 K. As illustrated in F
6, all the spectra taken below 15 K showp(H) curves com-
prising four distributions, centered at fields displayed
Table IV. Thep(H) curve obtained at 14 K shows an almo
resolved distribution centered at 71 kOe and three un
solved ones centered at 177, 271, and 344 kOe. At 4.2 K,
p(H) with the most probable hyperfine field centered at 4
kOe, and small contribution from the other distributions,
indicative that the system is very near the saturated s
About 97% of the iron atoms are magnetically coupled. T

TABLE II. Magnetic properties of some warwickites~see text!.
The effective moments obtained in the present work and in Ref
are close to those obtained from the spin only values given ab

uN ~K! J/kB Tf ~K! a Tsg ~K! Valence (S)

MgTiOBO3 273 73 20 0.83 Ti31(1/2)

MgVOBO3 250 19 38 0.54 6 V31(1)

MgCrOBO3 220 4 26 0.66 6.5 Cr31(3/2)

MgFeOBO3 2278 23 100 0.54 11 Fe31(5/2)

ScNiOBO3 216 6 16 0.55 6 Ni21(1)

ScMnOBO3 260 5 26 0.50 2.7 Mn21(5/2)
e
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spectrum taken at 10 K represents an intermediate reg
between the onset of the magnetic ordering and the alm
saturated state; the resultingp(H), with four broad distribu-
tions, is consistent with such an intermediate regime.

These results resemble those obtained for other spin-g
systems.10–12 Following Window,10 we attributed the distri-
bution centered at the lowest hyperfine field to iron atoms
columns 2 and 28 and the distribution centered at high
fields to iron atoms in columns 1 and 18 with different
neighborhoods.

III. DISCUSSION

In Fig. 2 we show the longitudinal section of a ribbo
containing the metal sites. The magnetic cations are r
domly located on the sites of a triangular lattice. There
three different distances between the magnetic moment
shown in this figure and Table I. The distanced2 among the
magnetic ions in columns 1 and 18 is such to make direc
d-d interaction important.4 On the other hand, for ions sepa3
e.

TABLE III. Hyperfine parameters for MgFeOBO3 measured at
300 K.DEQ is the quadrupole splitting at the iron sites;dFe is the
isomer shift relative toa-Fe;G is the linewidth at half-height;A is
the site occupancy, given by the relative spectral area. Typica
rors are63% on hyperfine parameters and65% on site occupan-
cies.

DEQ(mm/s) dFe ~mm/s! G ~mm/s! A ~%! Site assignment

0.84 0.34 0.35 78 1 and 18

0.78 0.50 0.29 22 2 and 28
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56 297DIMENSIONAL CROSSOVER IN MAGNETIC WARWICKITES
rated by more than 3 Å, as in the case ofd2 andd3, super-
exchange mediated by the oxygens in the shared edg
their different octahedra provides a competing mechan
for their interaction.4

From the values ofuN in Table II we can derive the val
ues of the antiferromagnetic exchange couplin
@uN52zJS(S11)/3# shown also in this table. These valu
of J are determined by the nearest-neighbor interac
among metals.

If the occupancies found by Norrestam in MgScOBO3
~Ref. 6! are generally valid for the warwickites, then fo
ScNiOBO3 and ScMnOBO3 most of the divalent magneti
cations are in the outer columns and at a distanced3 apart.

TABLE IV. Hyperfine parameters for MgFeOBO3 measured at
low temperatures.DEQ is the quadrupole splitting at the iron site
dFe is the isomer shift relative toa-Fe; G is the linewidth at half-
height for all the Lorentzian used in the fitting;H0 is the hyperfine
field for isolated57Fe;H1, H2, andH3 are attributed to iron atoms
with different exchange interactions;Ai is the relative area corre
sponding to the contribution of the hyperfine fieldHi to the total
spectrum.

14 K 10 K 4.2 K

H0 ~kOe! 71 99 138

A0(%) 28 8 3

H1 ~kOe! 177 226 224

A1(%) 46 27 3

H2 ~kOe! 271 275 339

A2(%) 19 2 16

H3 ~kOe! 344 350 415

A3(%) 7 63 78

DEQ ~mm/s! 20.02 20.01 20.04

dFe ~mm/s! 0.42 0.48 0.45

G ~mm/s! 0.48 0.44 0.45

FIG. 5. Mössbauer spectrum for MgFeOBO3, taken at 300 K.
of
m

s

n

These distances are larger than the corresponding nea
neighbor distanced2 between trivalent magnetic ions locate
preferentially in the inner columns in the Mg systems. Co
sequentlyJ should be smaller for the Sc warwickites as
indeed the case~see Table II!.

As temperature decreases the behavior of the suscep
ity deviates, atTf , from the simple Curie-Weiss behavio
and the temperature dependence of the susceptibility
T,Tf is described by the power lawx}T2a. This behavior
is characteristic of random exchange Heisenberg antife
magnetic chains.14–16 In the present case the distribution
exchange interactions arises from the different distances
mechanisms of interaction between the magnetic ions
domly located in the ribbon. For sufficiently disordered a
tiferromagnetic Heisenberg chains we always expect s
power-law behavior in the susceptibility to arise, indepe
dently of the value of the spin.16,17Note that in the REHAC
regime belowTf the relevant energy scale is the cutoff of th
exchange distribution which is determined by the distan
d2 for both Mg and Sc warwickites. In the present conte
the fluctuation temperatureTf can be viewed as indicating
the temperature at which the magnetic correlation leng18

becomes of the order of the width of the ribbon and t
confinement of the spins within this low dimensional stru
ture starts to play a role.18

The main information about theinterribbon interactions is
contained in the spin-glass transition temperaturesTsg given
in Table II. These interactions are essentially due to sup
exchange among magnetic ions in columns 1 or 18 and 2 in
different ribbons. The distancesD1 andD2 between cations

FIG. 6. Mössbauer spectra for MgFeOBO3, taken at~a! 14 K,
~b! 10 K, and~c! 4.2 K as fitted by the hyperfine field distribution
shown.
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298 56R. B. GUIMARÃESet al.
in different ribbons are given in Table I. For MgTiOBO3 the
corresponding angles cation-oxygen-cation are 112
117 °. The superexchange in this case is mediated by
oxygens in the common corner of the octahedra contain
the cations in the different ribbons~see Fig. 1!. These inter-
actions are smaller than theintraribbon direct d-d coupling
as indicated by a direct comparison between theuN and
Tsg. This hierarchy is a direct consequence of the struct
of the warwickites and the reason for their one-dimensio
magnetic behavior.

The results discussed above are consistent with those
tained from MS measurements on MgFeOBO3. Hyperfine
magnetic splitting is observed for temperatures lower than
K, i.e., TMöss'14 K. As for other spin-glass systems,12

Tsg,TMöss. Just aboveTMöss ~e.g., 15 K!, relaxation effects
are indicated by line broadening, and below this tempera
the system relaxes within the MS time scale, yielding
hyperfine field splitting pattern. Thep(H) distribution ob-
tained at 14 K indicates that about 28% of the iron atoms
decoupled at this temperature~Table IV!. This proportion
decreases to 8% at 10 K, and to 3% at 4.2 K. Since
contribution from the isolated iron atoms in columns 2 a
28 is about 22% at 300 K, the result obtained at 14 K me
that some iron atoms in columns 1 and 18 remain decoupled
at the onset of the magnetic ordering. On the other hand,
p(H) distribution obtained at 10 K with only 8% of the iro
ions belonging to the lower fieldp(H) is a clear evidence o
the role played by the ions located in columns 2 and 28 in
the crossover to three-dimensional behavior.

The exponentsa are similar and close toa'1/2 except
for the Ti and Cr warwickites. For the former the more s
gular behavior of the susceptibility is probably associa
with the spinS51/2 of Ti for which we expect stronge
quantum fluctuations. In fact it is only forS51/2 that a
random singlet phase is found independent of the amoun
disorder in the exchange distributions.16 On the other hand
the absence of a spin glass transition for this compoun
expected from the fact that the lower critical dimensiondc
for S51/2 Heisenberg spin-glasses is larger than thre19

There are no studies available for quantum Heisenberg
glasses withS.1/2 but it is natural to expect that fluctua
tions are less important asS increases favoring the appea
ance of a transition.
a
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An interesting feature in the data of Fig. 3 is that f
MgFeOBO3 and MgCrOBO3 the susceptibility continues to
rise below the transition temperature. This indicates that
all magnetic degrees of freedom are blocked atTsg. This is
not surprising considering the high degree of frustration
trinsic to the triangular structure of the ribbons in the wa
wickite structure~see Fig. 2!. The broad HFD obtained at 1
K ~Fig. 6! together with the results of Table IV correla
quite well with this feature. Note that even at 4.2 K there
still a definite broadening of the distributions due to the ra
dom positions of the Fe ions in the ribbons and the differ
type of interactions between them. Such broadenings ru
out the possibility of fitting the 4.2 K spectrum with few
magnetic sextets~for example, 4! and linewidth at half-
height lower than 0.50 mm/s.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented results on the magnetic propertie
warwickites. These materials have low-dimensional s
structures in the form of ribbons which determine their ma
netic properties. Since they can be formed with many tran
tion metals a systematic investigation is possible. There
two types of magnetic couplings in the warwickites, name
intra- and interribbons. Antiferromagnetic couplings due
directd-d overlap and superexchange together with the r
dom location of the cations in the ribbons give rise to t
REHAC behavior observed for sufficiently high temper
tures. The crossover to three-dimensional behavior whic
associated with the spin-glass transitions is due to supe
change interactions between cations in different ribbons.
physics of the warwickites is dominated by low-dimension
effects, frustration, and disorder and has just begun to
understood.
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